
Bliss



Yay!  In your hands, you’re holding onto a resource that will only help you grow 

your Instagram family to 5000+ followers, but also will encourage you to enjoy every 

step along the way.  Even better?  You’ll feel like you’re staying true to yourself while 

doing it.  Sounds good, right?

Before we dive into what you'll gain from this resource, let's first discuss what 

brings you here.  Now, I'm only speculating, but if you're reading this, chances are 

that you've felt frustrated or confused growing your Instagram following.  

 

Welcome to Instagram Bliss

“I promise you, growing your Instagram follow-

ing into one large, happy family doesn’t need to 

feel painful.   No matter how you're feeling, there 

are sunny skies ahead.”

CHAPTER 1
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Which Scenario Sounds Like You?

You're posting pictures consistently, but just aren't getting the traction 

you see other's receiving on their accounts.  You're even using filters 

and hashtags.  I mean, come on, your feed looks awesome!  So how 

in the world are others growing their accounts so fast while your ac-

count stays stagnant?

You post maybe one picture a week because you've given all your time 

and attention to other, more important, areas of your business.  I 

mean, who else is going to write your blog posts?  Isn't actual content 

the most important part of business anyway?

You're a mom / student / traveler / (fill in the blank) who loves using In-

stagram to share photos with your friends and family.  But now that 

you're building out your brand's online presence, you realize you need 

to make a shift in how you use the platform.  But how?

Instagram?  What's Instagram?

I promise you, growing your Instagram following into one large, happy family 

doesn’t need to feel painful.   Maybe you feel like you're stuck in a rut.  Maybe you 

feel like to be successful, you need to be a different version of yourself.   No matter 

how you're feeling, there are sunny skies ahead.  Before we move forward and help 

you find YOUR Instagram Bliss, I'd like for you to take a moment and check in with 

yourself.  
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A Thoughtful Pause

Using the word bank, choose three words that describe how you feel when 

asked each question:

 

	 •	 How do you feel when you think about using Instagram right now?

	 •	 How would you like to feel when you're using Instagram?

 

Do you have your three words picked out for each question?  Yep?  Good.  

Now, hold onto those thoughts because before we dive into HOW we're going to 

empower you towards Instagram Bliss, we're going first talk about why this work 

will be worth it.
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Empowered 

Frustrated

Stuck

Successful

Knowledgable

Savvy

Clever

Lost

Enraged

Joyful

Confident

Angry

Confused

Disempowered

Strong

Happy

Concerned

Encouraged

Passive

Defeated

Sad

Proud

Organized

Playful



Introductions First
Before we continue a moment longer, let me take a second to introduce my-

self, establish my credibility, and assure you that I believe whole-heartedly in the po-

tential for your success. 

Who am I?  Hi, my name is Cynthia, and I’m the DIY loving, sawdust making 

mama behind the blog Home Beautifully.  I joined Instagram right after I had my 

son, which was actually an incredibly lonely time for me.  (Motherhood is tough!)  

On Instagram, I discovered -- rather unexpectedly, I’ll admit -- an amazing commu-

nity of mothers, woodworkers, entrepreneurs, DIYers, home decor enthusiasts, and 

fashionistas (among others!)

I’ve met great friends online who I now meet for coffee in real life.  I’ve collabo-

rated with incredible artists and business people.  And I’ve even partnered with 
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brands to showcase amazing products and projects for my 

website readers and social media followers!  

With an account now in the tens of thousands, I under-

stand that real, authentic growth on Instagram takes pa-

tience, quality, and some strategy.  While patience isn’t my 

strongest virtue (unfortunately!), I’m all about quality and 

strategy and am thrilled to share what I’ve learned along the 

way with you.  Ready to get started?

Instagram and the Social 

Posse

So why Instagram?  There's a number of other social 

media platforms that you could utilize for your blog, busi-

ness, or brand.  Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter, YouTube… 

the list goes on and on.  Pursuing a strategy on all of these 

platforms can be both time consuming and exhausting.  If 

you're already on one of these sites, doing your thing, then 

it might be easy to turn a blind eye towards Instagram.  

…But if you did, you'd really be missing out!

Instagram Value Proposition

In marketing, professionals use the term "value proposi-

tion" to describe the product, service, or value provided to 

clients or customers.  Instagram has an incredible value 

proposition for its users.  If you sign up on Instagram, you 

Savvy blog and busi-

ness owners who 

optimize Instagram 

as part of their so-

cial media strategy 

know that they have 

the potential to 

reach hundreds of 

thousands, if not 

millions, of potential 

customers, collabo-

rators, and col-

leagues
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have access to an enormous treasure trove of catalogued content designed to in-

spire, motivate, humor, educate, thrill, and entertain you.  

 

Why do so many people invest time and energy into growing their Instagram 

followings?  It's simple:  Instagram is  MASSIVELY POPULAR. 

 

Instagram launched in late 2010, and in only a few short years, the platform 

has exploded to become one of the Internet's most widely used social sites.  Not 

only is Instagram massively popular, particularly with millennials, but also many of its 

users log into the site multiple times every single day.   Let me say that again be-

cause it's so important:  multiple times every single day.

 

Savvy blog and business owners who optimize Instagram as part of their so-

cial media strategy know that they have the potential to reach hundreds of thou-

sands, if not millions, of potential customers, collaborators, and colleagues.

 

So, okay, you get it: lots and lots of people just like you are utilizing Instagram 

to grow their brand.  But what makes it different from other platforms?

Both credibility and community lie at the heart of Instagram's platform.  Those 

who manage to contribute to the Instagram community while bolstering their own 

unique credibility thrive on this platform.  It's an interesting balance between high-

lighting your own unique individuality while forming authentic relationships with 

others.  So what do I mean by credibility and community?  Let's take a look at 

each.
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Two Words:  Credibility and Community



Credibility

Like any good relationship, the relationship that you have with your Instagram 

followers must involve trust.  If someone doesn't trust you, why would he or she let 

you into their Instagram feed everyday?  To establish trust, you need to convey 

credibility, or believability, to your followers.  

 

Now you're probably wondering why I'm talking about trust when we're sup-

posed to be talking about building our follower counts.  Sounds unrelated, right?  

It's not!  Believe me, establishing trust is critical to gaining followers.  So how do 

you get people you don't know to trust in you?  In the next chapter, we're going to 

dive deep into establishing your credibility and fostering trust with your followers.  

Doing so will not only help you attain followers, but also help you retain them in the 

long run.  
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Community

Instagram stands apart from other social media platforms in a number of 

ways.  You're probably most familiar with Instagram's gorgeous photos.  But Insta-

gram isn't only image oriented.  The Instagram algorithm is also engagement 

oriented.  Okay, now what in the world does that mean?  There are 2 words in there 

we need to pause and define.

 First Concept: Algorithm

Sounds a lot like math, right?  Fear not.  Saying "algorithm" is just a fancy way 

of saying "series of steps."  When people talk about the "Instagram algorithm," 

they're talking about the series of steps that the platform takes to decide what pic-

tures to put first in your feed. Remember the millions of people using Instagram eve-

ryday?  How does Instagram know what's good enough to put at the top of the 

feed?  That leads us to right to…

Second Concept: Engagement

And, no, we're not talking about sparkly rings on the third finger of your left 

hand.  (Wouldn't that be fun, though?)  We're talking about how you demonstrate 

your relationships with others on the social media platform.  We're going spend lots 

of time, a whole chapter actually, talking about the importance of engagement and 

how you can optimize your time online to drive up your engagement stats quickly.

 

The Heart of Instagram Bliss

I honestly believe that anyone can discover success on Instagram, while form-

ing meaningful relationships with their tribe and enjoying the journey along the way.  

  I feel passionately about sharing simple ways for women to find beauty and pur-
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pose in their homes and lives …that's the heart of what I do on my site, Home 

Beautifully!

Instagram began as a way for me to visually share ideas, but, in short time, 

turned into so much more.  Not only do I have a magazine-worthy feed, but also I 

have a group of followers who feel like family, who genuinely care about my per-

sonal and professional success.  Not only that, but Instagram also drives over half 

of my traffic to my website!

How did I do it?  That's where this guide, Instagram Bliss, comes in.  I'm 

thrilled to share with you how I managed to blossom and thrive on this social media 

platform.  

 

	 I genuinely believe that anyone with dedication and optimism can grow their In-

stagram family while staying true to their own wonderful, unique selves.  In this re-

source, we'll be covering lots of goodies to support you on your journeys, such as:

 

Chapter 2: Brand Identity, Pure And Simple

	 We’ll cover how to use your brand identity to form steadfast emotional connec-

tions with others.  Also, we’ll dig deep into how to attract others with a unique, pur-

posefully crafted, signature visuals.
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Chapter 3: Hashtag Happy

	 Hashtags?  Aren’t those the little annoying tags people sprinkle all over their 

posts?  I felt this way once!  In this chapter, we’ll explore how to curate hashtag 

"calling cards" to stand out in the crowd.

Chapter 4: Engagement Buddies

Engagement?  Can’t live without it!   But how do you get started, knowing 

how important engagement is for your success on the social platform? We’ll ex-

plore how to leverage like-minded buddies to boost your visibility.

Chapter 5: Gratitude Giveaways

	 Last but not least, we’ll cover a super user-friendly growth strategy: gratitude 

giveaways.  We’ll highlight how to skip ahead with big league mentors to expand 

your Instagram family more rapidly.

 

Grab a cup of tea, a pen, and a notebook, and prepare to get cozy as we 

learn and grow together.  As we say at Home Beautifully, with a little faith and opti-

mism, it all starts here!  Keep on reading to discover YOUR Instagram Bliss!
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Your Brand, Purposefully

If a single picture is worth 1000 words, then a well-crafted Instagram feed 

must be worth millions.  Why is that?  Because at a glance, an Instagram feed com-

municates your brand's identity.  The collection of curated images speaks volumes.  

In an instant, a user can respond to 3 important questions about your brand.

Brand Identity,              
Pure and Simple

“At a glance, an Instagram feed communicates 

your brand's identity.  The collection of curated 

images speaks volumes.” 

CHAPTER 2
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Instagram's 3 Imperative Questions
	

	 1.	 What does your brand care about?

	 2.	 How consistently does your brand care about those things?

	 3.	 What does your brand offer others?

 

The answers to these questions visually define your brand's purpose.   And 

what do I mean purpose?  (Ahem, ahem… this is important, so pay attention! )  Two 

distinct, but related ideas construct your purpose: authenticity and value.

 

For my mathematically minded readers, it goes like this:

Your Brand, Authenticated

Authenticity lies at the heart of your brand's purpose.  Your brand cannot and 

will not have a strong identity, on Instagram or elsewhere, without authenticity.  How 

do you know if your brand is authentic?  Good question.  We're going to take the 

time to explore that.  But before we do, we need to cover one important thing.

A Critical Side Note

You might notice that I keep saying "your brand."  I'm asking questions like 

"what does your brand care about?" and "what does your brand offer others?"  

Why don't I seem to care about you?  (Hint: I do.)

 

Here's an important point:  for most people, there needs to be a firm distinc-

tion between our personal lives and our business brands.  (We'll talk exceptions in 

Authenticity  +  Value  =  Brand Purpose
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just a moment.)   Your brand is a distinct entity, separate 

from your personal life.  Your brand's personality, character-

istics, and emotional tenor must be concretely defined and 

must stand on its own.

 

For most of us, our brand's Instagram account will 

look very different from an album of pictures that we'd share 

with our family.  Are there exceptions to this?  Absolutely.  

Meet Kim Kardashian.  

 

Some people have built their businesses around their 

personal brand, such as Martha Stewart, Tony Robbins, 

and my absolute favorite of the bunch, Oprah.  For many in-

dividuals, their professional successes remain inextricably 

linked to their personal lives.  We care what Martha Stewart 

cooks for breakfast.  We care what Kim K wears to bed.  

(Well, maybe not, but she'd probably like us to care.)  

 

Similarly, lifestyle bloggers build brands that tread a 

fine line between personal and professional as well.  Indi-

viduals who mix the personal and professional must abso-

lutely cultivate a strong personal brand that's reflected 

throughout their professional endeavors.  But is that true for 

everyone?  Let’s keep exploring this.

 

Authenticity for Beginners

Sometimes to define something, it's almost easier to 

say what it ISN'T.  Authenticity, by definition, isn't 

inauthentic.  (That might be an obvious point, I'll admit.)

 

For most of us, our 

brand's Instagram 

account will look 

very different from 

an album of pic-

tures that we'd 

share with our fam-

ily.  Are there excep-

tions to this?  

Absolutely.  Meet 

Kim Kardashian.  
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But here's the thing: inauthenticity is easier to identify.  We can smell inauthen-

ticity like food that's a few days past its due date.  It just smells …off.  Sometimes 

we spy it in body language, in mannerisms, or in gestures.  Sometimes we hear it in 

the tone of a voice, the quaver of nervousness, or in a hesitant pause.  Sometimes 

we pick up on it in writing, when the flow of words misaligns with the message.  We 

have an innate ability to sense authenticity and inauthenticity intuitively.  And that in-

tuition is never more powerful than when looking at images -- the mainstay of Insta-

gram.

 

So how do you know if your brand has a strong, authentic visual presence on 

Instagram?  In an authentic feed, the images align whole-heartedly with the brand's 

identity and values.  Your Instagram feed clearly and consistently communicates 

what your brand cares about (i.e., its values).  

 

Brand Design Mentors

I owe a debt of gratitude to the two incredible mentors who really empowered 

me to purposefully craft my brand's identity: Christine Arhu from Posh Brands Co. 

and Kaye Putnam.  

Christine At Posh Brands Co.

Christine is a brand design extraordinaire!  On her site, Posh Brands Co., Chris-

tine provides an exceptional Mini Brand Plan that supports you in crafting your 

brand's identity.  She guides you through a series of activities that not only help you 

define your purpose statement, but also help your articulate your core values, deter-

mine your ideal client, and initiate a plan for your business model.  Plus, her training 

resource comes with an audio track to "talk" you through the process.  So helpful!
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Kaye Putnam

Ah, Kaye Putnam.  She's an intellectually driven branding guru!  I highly encour-

age you to head over to her site to take her brand archetype quiz.  Kaye leverages 

a psychological approach to help you determine your brand's archetype from 12 

fundamental brand types.  Once you determine your brand's personal archetype, 

she provides a great resource toolkit specific to your archetype.

 

Do you learn best from examples? (I know I do!)  If you learn best from exem-

plars and models, let me provide one.  
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A Brand Identity Case Study

You guys.  Not gonna lie.  I was so lost when I first started articulating my 

brand's purpose and value statements.  (Like, "what's a purpose statement?" kind 

of lost).

 

I found Posh Brand Co.'s mini brand plan and got a foot in the branding door.  

The I discovered Kaye Putnam's brand archetype quiz, and I learned that my brand 

identified most with the innocent archetype.  Kaye's resource kit created specifically 

for this archetype provided examples of language, colors, and fonts that would enli-

ven my brand's design and copy.

 

Working hand-in-hand with my innocent Archetype resource kit and Posh 

Brands Co.'s mini-brand plan, after several (thousand) iterations, I confidently cre-

ated my brand's purpose and value statements.  

As Your Steadfast Friend, I Believe 

Simplicity and purposefulness foster beauty. 

Easy, natural goodness sparks joy. 

Dedication and optimism create brighter lives. 

Because with a little faith and sunshine, it all starts here. 

And Who Am I?  

I share simple ways for women to create beauty and purpose in their homes 

and lives.

See what I mean?  My brand feels like summer sunshine hitting your shoulders 

as you sip lemonade on a front porch swing while reading a book and 
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day-dreaming.  My brand smells like apple pie and sawdust and rings with Ameri-

cana charm.  My brand feels like coming home.  

 

You'll notice, by the way, that I keep using the word "feel."  My brand feels like 

warm sunshine, or my brand feels like coming home.  Brand identity is emotionally 

experienced.  Nothing is more important to your brand identity than how others 

emotionally experience it.  

That last thought about others' emotional experience serves as the perfect se-

gue into the second component of brand purpose.  

 The Value Return

Let's go back to purpose one more time.  Remember our math equation? Pur-

pose has 2 key components: authenticity, which we talked about quite a lot, and 

value.  So let's chat quickly about the idea of value.  And no, I don't mean your 

brand's values, as we talked about a second ago.  I mean, what value are you pro-

viding your audience?  Why should people even pay attention?  What's in it for 

them?

Authenticity + Value = Purpose

 

In one of my blogging Facebook groups, I remember seeing a lady post online 

how frustrated she felt that she couldn't grow her Instagram tribe.  After some back 

and forth, another guy (rather impolitely) snapped, "But why would anyone want to 

follow you if you're only posting selfies?"

 

While his comment could have been delivered more diplomatically, I'll admit he 

had a point.  Our brand must provide value to our audience -- our acquaintances, 
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clients, customers, readers, or patrons.  Otherwise, why should they care?  So how 

does all this translate to your Instagram feed?

 

Leveraging the Authentic Advantage

We've talked quite a bit now about the importance of defining your brand and 

articulating its distinct identity.  I firmly believe that before you move forward, before 

you keep reading, before you post any more pictures on Instagram, you should at 

least write draft versions of your brand purpose and value statements.  

 

Why?  Imagine the most beautiful dove taking flight. Your Instagram images 

are the dove's the wings. Your brand purpose and value statements are the dove's 

backbone. Can't fly far without a backbone, right?

 

So do you have your draft statements ready?  Use the space below to include 

draft versions of your brand’s purpose and value statements.
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Values to Vision

For your Instagram feed to really echo and amplify your brand, you must intui-

tively listen to your brand's emotional tone.  Your challenge is to translate your 

brand's values into your Instagram vision.   You're taking something that you feel 

and turning that feeling into something that you see.  

Do you see the shift that you need to make?  Now how in the world do you do 

that?  I've learned that there are a few guiding principles to keep in mind when visu-

ally crafting brand identity on Instagram. 

 

Image to Brand Synchronicity

The image to brand synchronically principle says this:  every image you post 

should uphold the same values as your brand.  What do I mean by this?  Let’s take 

a look at some examples.

Does you brand encourage and motivate?  Your images should inspire.  Is 

your brand dark and sexy?  Then, your images should set the mood. Is your brand 

sleek and minimal?  Then your images should rise above the noise. Is your brand as-

pirational?  Your images should expand my dreams.  

Bottom line: everything your brand does, your images should do.

 

Image To Brand Synchronicity Toolkit

There are a few tools to ensure that your Instagram pictures are synchronous 

(or in tune) with your brand: value statements, mood boards, and inspiration 

boards.
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Home Beautifully’s Mood Board



Your Brand Purpose And Value Statements 

Do I sound like a broken record?  Yep, every image you post should resonate 

with these written statements.  If you’re feeling stuck, make sure you have a draft of 

these statements to guide you as you curate images in your Instagram feed. 

Your Brand's Mood Board

When you go through the branding process and develop your brand identity 

statement, you (or your brand designer) may also create a mood board that illus-

trates the emotional flavor of your brand.  I'll include mine as reference for all you vis-

ual learners.   As a side note, a mood board is different than (and often informs) a 

branding board, which shows your brand logo, color scheme, and fonts.

 

Created by Posh Brands Co., this mood board captures exacty my brand's 

emotional tone.  When I'm choosing my Instagram images, I mentally hold up my 

photos against my mood board and consider the fit.  Does my intended photo 

match my mood board?  Yep?  Then it's in the feed.  No?  Then I post it elsewhere, 

like my personal Facebook, or I keep it tucked in the depths of my iPhoto.

Pinterest Inspiration Boards

Stuck on finding images that fit your brand?  Search for your brand statements 

on Pinterest and create an inspiration board of photos that inspire you.  I have a 

brand inspiration board  on Pinterest (@HomeBeautifully) filled with gorgeous, vin-

tage inspired farmhouse DIY décor.  When I'm feeling super stuck, I always find in-

spiration there.
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Image to Image Accord

Early, we talked about listening to your brand's emotional tone and amplifying 

that sound in your Instagram feed.  To do so, your images must work together.  

Every image in your feed should sing the same song.  Perhaps not the same mel-

ody, but definitely the same harmony.  

 

Coincidently, this is where the importance of brand distinction comes into 

play.  Remember how we talked about the difference between you and your 

brand?  

You Versus Your Brand
 

So let's talk about YOU for a moment.  You probably have a handful of pas-

sions, a dozen hobbies, a hundred past times, a thousand interests, a million curiosi-

ties. If you were to capture a snapshot of every whim, mood, and adventure of your 

life, you'd have a gorgeous kaleidoscope of photos.  But would they have a consis-

tent emotional tone?  Maybe, maybe not.   

 

Here's the difference.  When we purposefully curate a collection of images on 

Instagram, we're considering how the images will make others feel.  When we take 

photos for ourselves, we're capturing our feelings in the moment.   
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“Here's the bottom line: when we focus on purposefully 

curating a collection of images about our brand, it's easier 

to be selective.  Our perspective shifts.”



I've seen (and had) Instagram feeds that capture day-to-day joys and 

journeys.  My images tended to go something like this: latte, dog, makeup, sunrise, 

latte, park, friends, selfie, latte… You get the picture.  The Instagram feed was a 

great memory book for me, but what emotional message was I trying to convey to 

others?  (Other than the fact that I go to Starbucks too often.)

 

Here's the bottom line: when we focus on purposefully curating a collection of 

images about our brand, it's easier to be selective.  Our perspective shifts.  

 

Again, this isn't to say that every image you post needs to be the same …not 

at all!  And this isn't to say that you can't post a way-ward selfie or latte shot.  But 

every image you post needs to work in accord, in harmony with the rest of your 

feed.  
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Image To Image Accord Toolkit

I'm about to say the f-word.  Are you ready? FILTERS.  

(Gotcha!)  Filters can be one of the most important tools 

that you use on your Instagram feed to not only promote co-

hesion, but also to pull in more brand identity into your im-

agery.  What do I mean?  Let’s take a closer look.

The Powerful Filter

There's nothing more powerful for ensuring that your 

images sing in harmony than using filters.  (Other than, of 

course, being a really good photographer and taking compli-

mentary photos every time, which is a skill far beyond me.)  

When I post photos on Instagram, I use the same series of 

editing tools and filters practically every time, which gives 

my feed a consistent look.

 

Now there are probably a bajillion photo editing apps 

and software packages out there, so for the sake of brevity, 

I'll just mention the one I use again and again (and again). 

Snapseed

Developed by a subsidiary of Google, Snapseed offers 

an incredibly robust photo editing package.  For practically 

every photo, I use the same series of steps:

 

• 	 Crop to square 

• 	 Autotune brightness and contrast

• 	 Apply "Bright 1" or Bright 2" filter

There's nothing 

more powerful for 

ensuring that your 

images sing in har-

mony than using 

filters.  (Other than, 

of course, being a 

really good photog-

rapher and taking 

complimentary pho-

tos every time, 

which is a skill far 

beyond me.)
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• 	 Bump down the filter and bump up the saturation

• 	 For selfies, add "Glamour Glow 1" and bump down the glow

 

Yep, that's me.  Every. Single. Time.  Why?  Well, first, I like photos feed that's 

bright, white, and a little undersaturated (not too colorful).  And second, it makes 

most photos look like buddies.   Buddies?  Yep.  That’s what image to image ac-

cord is all about!

Filter Themes

Stuck on finding the right filter to hit your brand's emotional tone?  No 

worries.  Here's a tip:  Head back over to Pinterest and search for Instagram filter 

theme.  Prepare to be awed by the volume of responses.  You'll find settings for 

themes that are blue and moody, rose colored and cheery, plum and sultry, and 

every shade in between.  Most you'll find use a photo editing software called VSCO, 

but you can adapt what inspires you to whatever you're using.

Canva.com also conducted a fascinating study that explored popular filters in 

the U.S. and worldwide.  Turns out the U.S. really loves Clarendon.  Who knew?  

So another approach is that could you work backwards from what research shows 

to be popular and frame your feed around consumer-beloved filters (as long as the 

filters work with your brand, of course!).

 

Feed Synergy

Alright, to understand this principle, you really need to understand the concept 

of synergy.  What does it mean?  To put it simply, it's when the sum is greater than 

the parts.  Like this: 
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1 + 1 + 1+ 1 = 10

 

We know that's mathematically not true, but we see it in real life all the time.  Let 

me give you an example.  

Yep, A Super Cheesy Example
 

Have you met your person yet?  The person who you're just meant to be 

with?  The person who makes you a better version of yourself, who you inspire to 

be better him or herself?  I know it's super sappy, but I have.  My husband and I to-

gether are unstoppable.  We always tell each other that we can do anything, as 

long as we're together.  As a couple, we're far stronger than 2 individuals.  Our sum 

is greater than the parts. 

 

An Instagram Feed’s Collective Power

Your Instagram should be the same way: the sum of your Instagram photos 

should be so much more than all your individual photos.  Let me put it another 

way:  your Instagram feed should be more powerful than all your photos combined.

 

Think about it like this: rather than focusing on the story that 1 photo tells, fo-

cus on the story that your entire feed shares. Take a giant leap backwards and view 

all of your photos at once.  What does your feed tell you?

 

Feed synergy is dependent on the other principles we’ve discussed so far.  

You cannot and will not have a strong feed without image to brand synchronicity 

and image to image accord.  But how do you develop a strong feed?
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Feed Synergy Toolkit

A few apps exist that help you curate a strong feed, such as Plann, Later, 

Planoly, and Mosaico.  But lemme tell you about the app that I use.  I'm pleased to 

introduce you to UNUM.  Why do I recommend it?  Simple.  It's free.  I like free. 

 

UNUM 101

Why do I love it?  When I use UNUM, I can drag and drop images in the app 

to arrange the feed and ensure a consistent, viable, vibrant brand story's being 

told.  Seriously, before I started using this app, my feed looked kind of awful.  Don't 

judge, okay? It wasn’t terrible, per say, but there wasn’t a clear relationship between 

the photos.  At all.  
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You can also see a snapshot of my feed after I started sharing a bigger brand 

story.  Better, no?  The colors are more cohesive, and the photos seem to fit better 

together than they did before. (Coincidentally, UNUM has some other awesome fea-

tures, particularly related to hashtags, which we will chat about in a later chapter.)

 

On my feed, I typically use 4 types of carefully chosen, on-brand images:

• 	 DIY project photos or home décor photos

• 	 Flat lay photos taken from a bird's eye view, looking down

• 	 Selfies

• 	 Other pictures, like photos of my baby, dog, or time outside
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Home Beautifully’s Feed before UNUM
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Home Beautifully’s Feed after UNUM
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UNUM And Feed Relationships

So let’s get down to specifics about how I organize my photos in Instagram.  

When I structure my feed on UNUM, I tell my story in chunks of 4.  Now, I know the 

feed is blocked in chunks of 3.  A phone tends to show 9 photos in a 3 by 3 grid, 

right?  But if I think in terms of blocks of 4, I get a good sense of the vertical and 

horizontal relationships between photos.  What am I talking about?  I'm talking 

about the relationships in your feed story.

 

I use the number 4 as a reminder for me to rotate through the 4 types of pic-

tures I post in each block of 4 photos.  Doing this keeps my feed varied, but consis-

tently so.  I have DIY projects and home décor, but my viewers also get a sense of 

the lifestyle around my brand.

 

I also block my feed in chunks of 4 to check the horizontal and vertical relation-

ship between my images.  Just like crossing the street -- look both ways before 

posting!

Posting Frequency

So often often should you post on Instagram in order to grow?  Let me ask 

you a more important question.  If you had to post a consistent number of times 

per day or per week, how often could you post?  I encourage you to think of this 

second question more than the first question.  When it comes to growth, turns out 

consistency is more important than frequency.  This really excellent Forbes article 

nailed the point -- before even considering frequency, consider consistency.

Unsurprisingly, the larger Instagram accounts consistently post multiple times 

every day.  Me?  Gosh, I have a hard enough time consistently brushing my teeth 

every day (#motherhood).  For me, I’ve committed to posting one photo on Insta-

gram each day, using UNUM to plan my feed several days in advance.  Can you 
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only post 3 times a week?  Commit to do that consistently.  How often you post is 

up to you, but be sure you stick to it to grow your tribe most effectively.

Let's Wrap This Up
A strong, on-brand visual identity attracts viewers more than anything else. 

Now that's not to say we won't talk about other ways to grow your Instagram family 

(…just keep on reading!)  But purposefully crafting a curated collection of images 

that defines, without a doubt, your brand's authenticity and value serves as the first 

-- and arguably most important -- step in attaining and retaining followers.
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Once upon a time, had to start my hashtag adventures with a trip to Google.  I 

seriously didn't understand hashtags when I first started playing on social media.  

Seriously, I just didn't get it.  So if you're like me, keep reading this section, which 

I've included supporting our hashtag newbies.  If you're ready for bigger stuff, skip 

on down to crafting your hashtag design plan.

Hashtags for Newbies
 

If you're feeling just as confused about this hashtag business as I once was, 

let's ease into it.  First, let's explore what makes a hashtag a hashtag.  How do you 

write one and why would you care?

 

Hashtag Happy

“Isn't the point of Instagram to build a compel-

ling visual identity with images?  Yes.  Absolutely.  

And hashtags are a critical part of that.”

CHAPTER 3
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Hashtag Anatomy

Let’s break down the structure of a hashtag into its component parts.  Thee 

are 2 sections you need to know.  The "hash" part is the pound sign (#). The "tag" 

part is the word that follows. Like this:

 

#rusticdecor 

 

For a hashtag to work the way you want, you can't include spaces.  You can 

incorporate numbers, names, times, colors, animals, types of wine, or days of the 

week.  You can include hobbies, trends, celebrities, body parts, discount codes, 

and swear words.  Hashtag away, to your little heart’s desire.

 

Hashtag Functionality: Why Should 

You Care?

Why bother anyway?  Isn't the point of Instagram to build a compelling visual 

identity with images?  Yes.  Absolutely.  But hashtags are a critical part of that.  

Why?  Imagine this scenario:

 

Let's say you tossed all of your old photos into a box and decided one day to 

organize them into several albums.  To do so, you'd first need to figure out how 

you'd want to organize them, right?

• Maybe you'd organize them by time, and lump together all the photos 

from 2010, 2011, 2012, and so on.
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• Or maybe you'd sort them by people and cluster all the photos of mom, 

dad, your Uncle Al, and your Aunt Loretta. 

• Or maybe you'd divvy them by color and put all the magenta pictures to-

gether, the blue photos together, and organize them chromatically.

 

Essentially what you're doing is utilizing tags (2012, Uncle Al, and magenta) to 

describe, sort, catalog, and filter your images.  Hashtags are doing exactly these 

things: describing and filtering images.  Hashtags serve 2 functions:

• For the person uploading the image, he or she can use hashtags to de-

scribe their photos.  

• For the person interested in finding images, he or she can use hashtags 

to sort categories of photos. 
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For someone who's interested in growing their Insta-

gram family, hashtags serve as an awesome way to provide 

more visibility to images.  By tagging your photos with 

hashtags, you're allowing Instagram to sort and catalog 

your pictures so that others can find them based on their ar-

eas of interest.  

Hashtag Design Plan,       

Simplified

So now that you get why hashtags hold importance 

for your Instagram game, let's design a solid, straightfor-

ward plan for you to incorporate hashtags into your 

uploads.  To do so, we need to cover 4 key areas: what, 

how many, where, and how.

 

Inspired Hashtags: What Hashtags To 
Use And Why?

Let's first talk about what.  What hashtags should you 

use?  The key here is to "niche down."  What does that 

mean?  Focus on keywords that dig down into your particu-

lar area of interest.  Me?  I'm really into DIY home decor, but 

with a vintage rustic charm.  

 

Bad choices for me would be to use hashtags like 

#DIY, #design, and #home.  Why?  Because these are su-

per popular hashtags.  Two seconds after I upload my im-

The key here is to 

"niche down. Focus 

on keywords that 

dig down into your 

particular area of in-

terest.  
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age, the photo would be lost in a crowded feed clamoring for tight space on a jam-

packed hashtag highway.  Ugh.  Not a good strategy!

 

A better choice would be for me to "niche down" and find hashtags that speak 

much more specifically to my niche. When I niche down, I end up with hashtags like 

#rusticdecor, #vintagecharm, and #farmhousestyle.  See the difference?  My niche 

utilizes popular hashtags that don't hold super mass appeal.  

More Hashtag Resource Goodies 

Do you feel stuck finding hashtags for your niche?  No worries.  Here are 3 

ideas to get you started:

• Check out a tool like Hashtagify to discover popular hashtags and influ-

encers in your areas of focus. 

• Pay attention to other Instagram users in your niche to see the kind of 

hashtags they're utilizing.  I may or may not have stalked a few of the influ-

encers in my area for awhile.  Just saying.  It helped!

• Still stuck?  When I first started hashtagging, I bookmarked Twelve 

Skip's  "Most Popular Instagram Tags" resource and visited it often.  Fair 

warning, though, the list contains LOTS of uber popular hashtags.  

Maybe mix these in with a more nuanced list?
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Quantity versus Quality: How Many 

Hashtags to Use?

Ask a dozen Instagram users this question, and you'll get a dozen answers.  

Everyone feels differently about the numbers of hashtags appropriate to use.  To 

help guide your decision making, I'll share with you 3 things that have informed my 

current practice: policy, research, and experience. 

Instagram’s Hashtag Policy 

Instagram allows users to incorporate up to 30 hashtags per post.  30!  That's 

a lot.  Many users only incorporate a handful into each post, either because they 

take too long to type (we’ll talk about that), they’re worried hashtags look spammy 

(we’ll talk about that, too), or they don’t know which hashtags to use (we talked 

about that already!)  Know you have a whole lot of hashtag room to play with, at 

least according to Instagram’s guidelines.

A Little Hashtag Research 

An interesting report from Track Maven showed that users with smaller ac-

counts (defined as having 1000 followers or less) saw significantly more engage-

ment if they used more than 11 hashtags.   

“So what's the bottom line based on research?  Hashtag 

away to your heart's content.”
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So what's the bottom line based on research?  Hashtag away to your heart's 

content.  If you think it looks spammy to have so many hashtags on your photos, I 

got you.  We'll talk about that in just a bit. 

My Own Tried And True Personal Experience

For me, I've seen tremendous growth in follower count and engagement 

based on increased hashtag use.  I always use above 11 hashtags, sometimes up-

wards of my 30 hashtag limit. Do I worry I'm using too many hashtags?  Honestly, 

no.  Despite the number of tags my followers may or may not see on my images, 

their comments show they're genuinely engaging with my feed, reading my cap-

tions, and enjoying hanging out with me in my virtual Instagram space.  Plus, my fol-

lower count's on the up and up.  My analytics tell me I shouldn't worry about using 

too many hashtags, so I'm not too concerned. 

 

Side note: I have to worry about overuse of hashtags on other social media 

platforms.  It turns out overuse of hashtags does, in fact, detract followers on other 

social media channels, like Twitter and Facebook!  (More to come on that in another 

resource workbook!)

 

Hashtag Locale: Where to Put the 

Goods?

You have a few options when it comes to dropping hashtags in your Instagram 

photos, and pros and cons exist for each.  Let’s chat quickly about caption 

hashtags and comment hashtags.
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Caption Hashtags

Most people utilize their caption space to include their hashtags.  It's easy to 

include hashtags in your captions when uploading your photos.  Add your filter (or 

not), then pop in your # sign and include your hashtag.  

 

That said, some people feel like hashtags in your captions clutters up your 

narrative.  If you're using a larger number of hashtags, the block of number signs 

and tags can appear distracting.  One approach to take is to pop in a series of 

punctuation marks to add white space between your real caption and your 

hashtags, like this:
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When your image appears in others' feeds, they'll see the text in your caption, 

but your hashtags won't be as visible.  An important note: for this to work, make 

sure there are NO SPACES after your punctuation marks.  Yep, Instagram can be 

that picky.

 

Comment Hashtags

If you truly don't prefer the look of hashtags in your captions, consider includ-

ing them in your comment thread.  How do you do this?  Copy and paste your 

hashtags into your first comment, using the five periods we chatted about earlier in 

front of your block of hashtags.  

 

Why do it? Hiding your hashtags cleans up your captions to more clearly tell 

your story.  But putting your hashtags in your comments requires an extra step 

since you have to add your hashtags after you upload your photos.  
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But be warned: Instagram prioritizes photos based on the time of upload, 

rather than the time that you added the hashtag.  So you don't want to wait too 

long to add hashtags in your comments.

 

Carefree Hashtags
Does this all sound like a lot of work?  Up to 30 hashtags in each niche on 

every post?  Your thumbs might just fall off from all that iPhone typing!  Here are a 

few options to save your thumbs -- and your time -- as you work through your sim-

plified hashtag design plan. 

 

Option 1: Embrace Notes 

Keep a notes file in your phone with relevant hashtags per niche.  When you 

upload your pictures to Instagram, just copy and paste your hashtags over to save 

time.

Option 2: Leverage Savvy Apps

Try using an Instagram planner that saves your hashtags for you.  In our last 

chapter, I mentioned my favorite (free!) visual planner, UNUM, which I use every sin-

gle day to post on Instagram.  (And, no, I'm not an affiliate, nor do I work for the 

company …I just really really love the app!)  

One of the many reasons I love UNUM is that the program remembers dozens 

of my previously used hashtags.  Because I consistently post images in my niche, I 

don't stray too far in my hashtag range.  Entering up to 30 hashtags takes about 3 

seconds as I click, click, and click through my recent tags, like this:
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Using Branded Hashtags

Another hashtag technique you may want to incorporate into your strategy is 

leveraging branded hashtags.  What do I mean by this?  Some brands and busi-

ness have dedicated hashtags users can use to showcase related and relevant im-

ages.  For example, one of my favorite accounts, Miss Mustard Seed, creates a line 

of milk paint fellow DIYers can use to redo and makeover furniture.  When others 

use milk paint to transform their furniture, they can use Miss Mustard Seed’s 

branded hashtag #mmsmp to draw attention to their posts.  

In fact, I have two dear friends Andrea and Sara @shescraftydecor who re-

cently used Miss Mustard Seed’s branded hashtag on a photo of a gorgeous vanity 

they made over, and Miss Mustard Seed featured their photo and account in a re-

cent newsletter.  They were invited to lead a local workshop as well!.  Talk about a 

huge growth opportunity!

You can also create your own branded hashtag for others to use as a way to 

build community and engagement with your account.  For example, if every Thurs-

day, you post an image of your favorite vintage teacups, you might use a hashtag 

like #teacupthursday.  You can then tag your friends and followers in your posts to 

invite them to play and post their favorite photos of tea cups each Thursday.  This 

example, of course, might not (and probably won’t!) apply to your account.  What 

branded hashtags would?  What about #sunglassesmonday, #cutebabybonanza, 

#fitnessfridaypost?  

Looking for additional resources about branded hashtags?  Be sure to check 

out this great article from TINT that showcases 7 effective examples of branded 

hashtags,  Forbes has also provided an empowering post about how to incorporate 

branded hashtags into an engagement strategy.  Check it out!
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Are you engaged?  Aww!  That's so great!  Show me your ring!

 

Oh, wait, we're not talking about that kind of engagement.  Let's be honest, 

though.  While Instagram engagement may not lead to marriage,  being intimately 

engaged on the platform remains critical to your long-term success on the social 

media platform.

 

So far, we've talked about how to make your feed exemplify your brand values 

with your signature style and how to use hashtags to both describe and catalog 

your images.  But what about gaining followers?!  Aren't we going to talk about 

that?  Yes, we will.  Before we do, though, we have to cover one very, very essential 

point.

 

Engagement Buddies

“It doesn't matter how many followers you have.  

If you're not engaged with them authentically 

and consistently, your growth doesn't matter.”

CHAPTER 4
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An Engagement Truth, Squeezed Fresh

I'm going to share an Instagram principle with you that you need to absorb:  

from an engagement perspective, it doesn't matter how many followers you have.  

If you're not engaged with them authentically and consistently, your growth doesn't 

matter.  Let me say that again -- if you're not engaged with your followers, your 

growth doesn't matter.

 

A feed with 1,000 actively engaged followers possesses far more brand power 

than a feed with 10,000 unengaged followers.  The follower count matters very little 

relative to engagement analytics.  Coincidently, if you intend to work with brands 

through sponsored posts, the brands will care just as equally about your engage-

ment stats as they will your follower count.  
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 Before we jump into how to be engaged, let's pause 

and explore what engagement is and why it's so critical.

 

Let's Spell It Out 

You probably already have a sense of what I mean 

when I say "engagement," at least enough to understand 

that it means more than just following someone or gaining 

followers yourself.  What precisely  constitutes engage-

ment?  Instagram measures engagement with 2 main met-

rics: likes and comments.  

Likes

You get likes when a user pops a heart on your image 

by clicking the icon or double tapping.  Yep, those little red 

hearts count for something.

Comments

When your followers leave a message on your images, 

the comments populate in a line below your photo. Your re-

sponses to these messages?  Those count as well towards 

engagement.  

   

The Engagement Spotlight

Regarding engagement, the more likes and com-

ments, the better.  But why?  Why is engagement so criti-

A feed with 1,000 

actively engaged fol-

lowers possesses 

far, far more brand 

power than a feed 

with 10,000 unen-

gaged followers.  

The follower count 

matters very little 

relative to engage-

ment analytics. 
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cal?  Once again, we need to talk about Instagram's algorithm. Because of the 

sheer volume of images posted, Instagram needs a way to determine which photos 

to prioritize.  How does the platform know which photos to put in the spotlight?  

You got it: engagement stats.  

 

Imagine you had a beautiful sapphire vintage bracelet stored away in a musty 

old storage chest.  Is it still beautiful?  Absolutely.  Does anyone know about it?  

Probably not.  But if you take the bracelet out of the chest and show it around, oth-

ers get the chance to view it.  And maybe when they "Oh!" and "Ah!," even more 

people will be curious and want to see too.  

 

That's exactly how engagement works.  You need to have your photos seen 

to get likes and comments (and ultimately followers). 
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Barriers to Breakthroughs

Let's pause for a moment about what we just discussed.   You need your pho-

tos to be seen to get engagement for your photos to be seen.  Wait a minute.  Isn't 

that a catch-22?  Absolutely.  Visually, that process would look something like this.

The Engagement Barrier

THIS is probably why you've been so frustrated on the platform.  If your pho-

tos aren't being seen, how in the world will anyone have a chance to like them?
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When I hit 1000 followers, I celebrated on a business community Facebook 

group, and some people with much higher Instagram accounts chimed in that the 

first 1k Instagram followers were by far the hardest to attain.  I've experienced this 

for sure.  For me, growth on Instagram feels like a snowball rolling downhill -- hard 

at first to get going, but once I reached a critical momentum, the snowball sped up 

on its accord. 

The Engagement Breakthrough
 

Essentially, you need an engagement breakthrough.  You need that snowball 

to get going downhill.   What does the breakthrough look like?  Something like this.
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  And how do you do that?  We're going chat about that in about 3 minutes.  

But before we do, here's some good news.  That catch-22 cycle that leaves 

you feeling so frustrated?  That will ultimately work for your benefit.  Once you break 

through your engagement threshold, you'll find that your photos receive a lot more 

traction and visibility organically.  Because others have liked and commented on 

your photos, Instagram will show them off more.  And because your photos have a 

visually compelling brand story (like we discussed in Chapter 1), even more people 

will like and comment.  This catch-22 will work for you.

Nice and Easy Engagement Techniques

Here's the thing: we're busy people.  We have families, jobs, passions, and 

commitments that require our time and attention.  As much as we love Instagram, 

we cannot be tied to our phones 'round the clock.  I mean, we have to eat and 

sleep sometime, right?  For most of us, we need to promote our Instagram ac-

counts on the run, squeezed somewhere in the frenzy between waking up and go-

ing to bed.  So how to we boost our engagement in a way that keeps us relaxed?  

Below, find 3 nice and easy engagement techniques that work for even on our busi-

est days.

 

“But before we do, here's some good news.  That catch-22 

cycle that leaves you feeling so frustrated?  That will ulti-

mately work for your benefit.”
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Return The Love

It may seem super obvious, but this technique gets overlooked far too often.  

Remember how we talked about the Instagram community?  Community requires 

reciprocity, bottom line. Here’s the important point:

The Instagram Rule Of Reciprocity

What's true in life, is true on Instagram.  People won't stick around if they 

don’t think you care.  You must reciprocate to grow.  Take the time to comment 

back on all your comments, even if it's just to say a quick thank you.  Why?  Be-

cause it shows that you're paying attention.   When people like and comment on 

your photos, return the love.

 

Remember, when you're responding, you should use the "@" sign in front of 

someone's Instagram handle to ensure that your response pops up in his or her 

notifications.  But does the thought of typing all those names make your thumbs 

weary?  No worries!  When you're in the comment thread, hold down a respon-

dent's name, and Instagram will auto-populate the handle further down the thread 

and start a response for you.  Easy!

Tick Tock Engagement Clock

Returning the love helps you stay active with people who're engaging on your 

photos, but what about all of your followers who haven't liked or commented?  Re-

member, the rule of reciprocity?  More often than not, this rule will work to your 

benefit when you outreach to those who haven't yet engaged on your photos.

 

But, gosh, how in the world are you supposed to like and comment on all of 

your followers' posts?  You're not!  That would take for-eeeeeevvvv-er.  That said, 

you should still try to make an effort.   

 

Give yourself small windows of time each day, 5 minutes here and there, to scroll 
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your feed and like and comment on as many images you 

can in your feed.  Stuck in line?  Like and comment.  Twid-

dling thumbs between work meetings?  Like and comment. 

Yes, you can even do this when you're in the bathroom.  

(Hey!  It's multitasking!)  The trick is to use those small win-

dows of time to your advantage, even if they only last a few 

moments.

 

Engagement Buddies

We know the importance of liking and commenting on 

others' posts and earning engagement on your photos.  

But what if you could leverage likes and comments to drive 

engagement in a powerful way?  What if you committed 

with a tribe of like-minded people to support each others' 

success?  Engagement buddies do just that: formally sup-

port one another's engagement in a collaborative setting.

Friendly Networking

So how do you go about forming a team of buddies 

who'll commit to liking and commenting on each others' 

posts?  Well, first off, you need to identify people who may 

want to collaborate with you!  

Digging In The Niche

If you've already been engaged in your brand's niche, 

you'll probably find that, in time, you're interacting with the 

same ladies and gents again and again.  That sort of authen-

tic relationship building lies at the heart of the Instagram 

We know the impor-

tance of liking and 

commenting on oth-

ers' posts and earn-

ing engagement on 

your photos.  But 

what if you could 

leverage likes and 

comments to drive 

engagement in a 

powerful way? 
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community, right?  But what if they felt similarly to you, that there has to be an eas-

ier way to drive engagement?

 

The first step in forming an engagement team is reaching out to a handful of 

people within your niche.  Remember those niche specific hashtags we mentioned 

in the previous chapter?  Here's where they come back to play.  

 

My favorite Instagram accounts tend to use #farmhousechic and #rusticdecor 

to support their brands, and by following these hashtags, I found like-minded users 

within my area of interest.  I began to pay more attention to the profiles of some of 

my favorite accounts: how actively they posted, how many followers they had, how 

much they liked and commented on their photos with others.  Doing so, I found a 

handful of ladies who appeared genuinely interested in driving their brand.  These 

were the ladies I wanted as collaborative engagement buddies!

 

I initially reached out with a friendly, short direct message (DM) on Instagram, 

saying something like the following:

"Hi @SampleName!  I've been following your feed for awhile, and I've 

enjoyed it!  I find inspiration in how you show Example A, Example B, 

and Example C.  I'm working purposefully to build my Instagram family 

and know how critical engagement is in the process.  I'm forming a team 

of engagement buddies who'll commit to liking and commenting on each 

other's photos daily.  Would you be interested in joining us?"

 

I reached out to about 6 ladies on Instagram via DM, and all but 1 responded 

YES.  I almost fell over with excitement!  
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I'd initially hoped to have around 12 engagement buddies, so I decided to 

reach out to another forum to see if anyone else would be interested: my Facebook 

groups.  Little did I anticipate the reaction I'd receive…

 

Going Big With Facebook Groups

I cannot stress the value that Facebook groups play in my professional 

growth.  I've joined a number and highly recommend other beginning entrepreneurs 

and business owners do as well.  Curious to know some of my favorites?  I highly 

recommend the following:

Melyssa Griffin's Blog + Business BFFs

Jenny Melrose's Influencer Entrepreneurs

Anna Frandsen's The Heart Centered Entrepreneur

 

These only constitute 3 groups among thousands.  Pop your area of interest in 

the search bar; you'll find so, so many more groups to enjoy.

 

I posted in my Facebook group that I wanted to form teams of committed bud-

dies looking to increase their Instagram engagement, with a focus on DIY and 

decor.  Almost immediately, enthusiasm flooded in!  Within a day, I'd gathered al-

most 50 more ladies interested in collaborating. 50!

 

Now -- here's the thing -- were they all in my #rusticdecor niche?  No, but 

they weren't too far from my area of interest.   It took time to scan through accounts 

and divvy the list into 4 clusters, blocked roughly by area of interest.  I clustered the 

feeds into a few main areas: lifestyle, DIY / décor, and motherhood.

 

 And all of a sudden, I went from no engagement groups to many!   Once I as-

sembled the teams of engagement buddies, I structured 4 group DMs on Instagram 

and invited members to join.  
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Playing Nice 

In order for engagement niche buddies to thrive collaboratively, you may want 

to consider establishing some ground rules for the team.  That way, everyone has a 

shared understanding of expectations.  I'll include group ground rules I've previ-

ously used and encourage you to adopt these to fit your won style!

 

Engagement Group Ground Rules

 

Welcome to our engagement team!  We're a group of women sup-

porting each other as we build our Instagram tribe.  Why does engage-

ment matter? It demonstrates your involvement with your Instagram 

community! Also Instagram prioritizes pics with more likes and com-

ments in the feed.  

How does this group work?  When you post, write the word 

"posted" or drop your photo in the group thread. Every time a team 

member posts, give some love with likes and comments, using at least 3 

words in your comments.  We ask you to be committed to supporting 

every team member.    

Once you've left your likes and comments, drop a small mark in the 

thread.  This will bookmark your place in the feed and show you where 

you need to pick back up!  And, please make sure you're caught up on 

responding to others before dropping one of your own posts in the 

group.
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Because of my engagement buddies, my feed's growth tremendously.  Be-

cause my images receive likes and comments, Instagram recognizes the photos 

should be displayed more widely, and others outside of my circle get a chance to 

see them too!  While engagement once presented a major barrier to my growth, it 

turned into the cause of my breakthrough. 

Engagement Analytics

So we know engagement is important, but how do we know the degree to 

which others have actually engaged on our photos?  This is where engagement ana-

lytics comes into play.   How do you track your engagement stats?  First things first: 

you need an Instagram business account.

 

Going Pro: Instagram Business Account 

Before we jump into this, let me alleviate 2 possible fears:  switching to a busi-

ness account is (1) super easy and (2) free.  Feel better?  Alright, then let's do this.

 

I'm going to assume that you already have a personal Instagram account, but 

if you don't, then click on Constant Contact's resource, which will walk you through 

everything you need to know from the ground up.

 

For those looking to switch from a personal to a business account, follow 

these 5 simple steps:

 

• Head to "Account Settings"

• Click "Switch to Business Profile"

• Log into Facebook

• Connect your Facebook Page to your Instagram Account
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• Confirm your contact information

• …And done!

 

Now that you have a business account, you're powered up to track your en-

gagement analytics like a pro.  Let's take a look at some of the metrics you can 

now measure, with snapshots of my analytics for all you visual learners out there.
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Demographics

What's the age range of your followers?  What percentage are men versus 

women?
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Location And Activity

Where do your followers live?  What days and times are they most active on 

Instagram?
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Impressions And Reach

How many people have seen your pictures (impressions)?  How many unique 

accounts have seen your pictures (reach)?  How does this information aggregate 

overall and disaggregate by photo?
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Profile Views

How many people are clicking from a photo in their feed to see your whole pro-

file?  

Website Clicks

How many people have clicked the link you’ve included in your Instagram bio?  

This is awesome information if your a small business owner, an Etsy shop owner, or 

a blogger.  For me, my Instagram account drives nearly half of my social media traf-

fic to my blog.
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Engagement

How many likes have your pictures received?  
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 How many likes have your pictures received? 
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Filtering Metrics

Your Instagram business profile makes it easy breezy to filter your analytics to 

show your metrics of interest over a particular period of time.
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Wrap Up and Additional Resources

We’ve covered a ton when it comes to engagement and leveraging analytics 

with a business account.  Hopefully at this point you recognize the importance of en-

gaging with your Instagram community and the role that engagement plays in your 

growth breakthrough.

Want to learn more about the inner workings of engagement?  While this re-

source provides a general overview, I encourage you to continue researching on 

your own!  Simply Measured has a great e-book, "The Complete Guide to Insta-

gram Analytics, 2nd Edition," that provided a lot of value.  (Heads up:  the link re-

quires an opt-in to get the book.)

Curious to keep learning about your business account?  Be sure to read Insta-

gram’s resource to dig deep into the value a business account can bring for you.
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	 If you've played on Instagram for even a short time, you've probably seen peo-

ple offering up amazing prize packages to their followers.  The first time I saw a 

giveaway, for an $1000 gift card to Pottery Barn, I thought 2 things in quick succes-

sion: first, OMG I want that, and second, how in the world can someone afford to 

give away that much money.  True story.  I watched in awe for several months until I 

saw an account I adore, @Toile_de_Jute, host a giveaway to celebrate growing her 

Instagram family to 1,000 followers.   

 

At the time, I had about 700 followers and seeing Aleshia (@Toile_de_Jute) 

host such a phenomenal giveaway – a prospect that I'd found both exciting and in-

timidating -- inspired me. 

 

In this chapter, we're going to chat all about giveaways.  We'll explore different 

kinds of giveaways, discuss how to join giveaways, and even share a blueprint for 

Gratitude Giveaeways

It’s easy peasy.  Bottom line, we're 

going to break down a few myths that 

held me back for far too long. 

CHAPTER 5
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how to host them!  Easy peasy.  Bottom line, we're going to 

break down a few myths that held me back for far too long.   

 

Instagram Giveaway Myths 

In no particular order, these are several untruths that 

held me back from leveraging a fantastic Instagram growth 

strategy.  Take a look at the doozies below.  Are you cur-

rently subscribing to any of these falsities like I was?

• Giveaways are expensive.  There's no way I'd 

ever be able to offer something big enough or pri-

cey enough that my followers would want.   

• Giveaways are hard and take waaaay too much 

time.  You either need an executive administrative 

assistant or an advanced degree in project man-

agement to do them well. 

• Giveaways are totally self-serving and annoy the 

pants off of followers.  No one wants to see 

them.  Why bother?

• I'll probably just annoy anyone I ask to help me 

with a giveaway and can't handle rejection.  High 

school was hard enough.  Who needs more peo-

ple telling me no? 

 

YOU GUYS.  Every one of those myths above?  I 

thought them.  EVERY. SINGLE. ONE.  (You can tell I'm hon-

est by my excessive use of capital letters.) 

In no particular or-

der, these are sev-

eral untruths that 

held me back from 

leveraging a fantas-

tic Instagram 

growth strategy.  
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We’re going to address each of these myths in a little while.  For now, let's get 

into the basics of Instagram giveaways.  Let’s first break down a few different types 

of giveaways and why you’d consider them.

 

"Pay to Co-Host" Giveaways  

Remember the example I used at the beginning of this chapter about the 

$1000 Pottery Barn gift card prize?  Yep, I've later learned that the giveaway was 

co-hosted by about 20 Instagrammers, each chipping in about $50 to join as a 

host.  (So no one straight up paid $1000 as I'd originally thought. D'oh.) 

 

I've since joined a few of these "pay to co-host" giveaways and have found 

them valuable.  Why?  A few reasons. 

 

Benefits Of "Buying In" 

There are a number of positives for joining in a “pay-to-play” giveaway.  Let’s 

take a look at the few key benefits.

• They're a good way to grow your tribe quickly for a small up-front invest-

ment.  I usually only join as a co-host if the buy-in is around $25 to $30 

or less.  Any amount larger and I shy away.  (But that's just me as my per-

sonal financial decisions!  Do what feels right to you.)  On average, my ac-

count grows between 500 and 1000 followers with each giveaway. 

• These giveaways work well if the prize is specific to the niche.  For me, 

Pottery Barn or Magnolia giveaways work well because these brands 

resonate with my style and that of many of my followers.  If I were to work 

with a giveaway that doesn’t fit my niche, I don't suspect the benefit 

would be too great for me or my tribe. 
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• By joining these giveaways, I end up discovering and working with some 

other awesome women in my niche, who I might not have met otherwise.  

Over time, I've learned to network with my co-hosts and have been able 

to leverage these connections into opportunities for collaborations in 

other types of giveaways. 

 

• Designated facilitators administrate these giveaways, which eases the 

time and commitment needed to ensure the giveaway is successful.  

These types of giveaways aren't hard.  Once you pay to co-host, the facili-

tator provides each co-host specific directions, times, and responsibili-

ties. 
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How To Find "Pay To Co-Host" Giveaways 

There are a number of ways to find “pay to co-host” giveaways.  I’ve found 

that using recommendations, conducting  little research, and asking for referrals 

have provided wonderful opportunities for me to join as a co-host in these types of 

giveaways.

	 Recommendations 

I've found all of the giveaways I've paid to join through recommendations from 

Instagram friends. Three of my favorite giveaway facilitator accounts include: 

 

• @loopsforyou: She hosts a lot of Pottery Barn, Magnolia, Target, and 

Home Goods giveaways. 

• @sweetloops: She facilitates mama and baby related giveaways, with 

some makeup themed giveaways as well. 

• @simplyloop: She hosts giveaways open to international audiences 

(rather than only for U.S. participants) and tends to feature designer life-

style, fashion, and makeup products. 

 

I like these accounts because they're professional and friendly.  Both ask for 

payment to be sent via PayPal. 

 

	 Research 

If you go to the search bar in Instagram and enter "loops" or "giveaways" 

chances are you'll discover some accounts that administrate giveaways.  Many of 

these accounts will be set to private, and you'll need to request to join.  Fair warn-

ing: once you're admitted to the group, spend some time watching and observing 
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to make sure the account feels legit.  You're also welcome to ask the admin for ref-

erences from previous co-hosts before sending your buy in. 

 

	 Referrals 

Still struggling to find a great facilitator account?  Pay attention to giveaways 

you see that catch your attention and reach out via direct message (DM) to one or 

some of the co-hosts.  Express your interest in joining a similar loop in the future 

and ask politely for the Instagram handle of the giveaway facilitator. 

 

"Contribute to Co-Host" Giveaways 

In comparison to giveaways where you might pay to join as a co-host, another 

great option is to co-host a giveaway where each host contributes a small gift to 

make a curated prize collection.  These kinds of giveaways are very popular in my 

rustic home décor niche, particularly because many of my friends on Instagram 

make and sell their products and have lots of great contributions on hand.  

In fact, this kind of giveaway was the very first type of giveaway I ever hosted, 

collaborating with some wonderful friends.  (Don't worry, I'll give you the blueprint 

for exactly how to host one in the next section.)  Want a little peek of my first givea-

way ever?  
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My First Instagram Giveaway!
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Benefits Of "Contribute To Co-Host" Giveaways 
 

I prefer these kinds of giveaways over paying a buy-in for some reasons.   

Let’s break it down:

 

• First, they're a little less expensive.  Whenever I join these kinds of givea-

ways, I love contributing a custom, hand-painted rustic sign.  I've made 

several versions of this monogram sign, which winners appreciate since 

it's uniquely made for their families. 
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• Now, yes, I need to pay for the cost of making the sign (wood, stain, 

paint, and wax) as well as the cost of shipping.  And, of course, I need to 

spend my own time making the product for the winner.  That said, these 

giveaways still end up being a smaller price point for me, and I honestly 

enjoy making a custom piece for each recipient. 

• Second, these giveaways tend to hold A LOT of appeal in my niche.  

While I may not gain quite as many new followers with contribution givea-

ways, the engagement from my current followers is high.  Plus, any new 

followers interested in my account tend to stay engaged with my feed 

even after the giveaway ends, rather than unfollowing if they didn't win, 

which unfortunately happens quite often after a giveaway closes. 

 

• Third, these collaborative giveaways provide an amazing opportunity to 

network with others within your niche.  During the holidays this past year, 

I collaborated with an amazing tribe of 11 other woodworkers and rustic 

sign makers to host a giveaway called "12 Merry Makers" giveaway.  We 

each contributed a handmade product, and an awesome tool company 

worked with us to provide an expensive drill/driver set!  By participating 

as a co-host, I got to make a lot of new friends, who I still chat with and 

work with to this day. 

 Tag Versus Loop Giveaways 

How do giveaways work?  It depends on if the co-hosts want to have partici-

pants loop through the co-hosts or if the co-hosts are all tagged in the initial post.  

What do I mean?  Take a look at how participants would enter each, and you'll see 

the difference: 
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Tag Giveaway 

In tag giveaways, the co-hosts will post giveaway directions that might read 

like the following: 

 

Want to enter this amazing giveaway?  Like this photo and follow all of 

the co-hosts below to win!                                                                           

@co-host 1                                                                                                        

@co-host 2                                                                                                        

@co-host 3                                                                                                            

...                                                                                                                        

@co-host 10 

 

Loop Giveaways 

In comparison, loop giveaways don't share all of the co-hosts names in a sin-

gle image. Rather, the first co-host would post directions like this: 

 

Want to enter this giveaway?  Like and follow my account, then head to 

@co-host 2 to like this image and follow her account.  She'll tell you 

where to go next!  You're done entering the giveaway when you get back 

to my account! 

 

Participants must "loop" through all the co-hosts, traveling from the first co-

host, to the second co-host, all the way to the tenth co-host, and back to the first 

co-host to enter. 
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Why do a loop?  Because structuring the directions as a loop helps hide other 

co-hosts names and makes it more difficult for participants to unfollow accounts if 

they don't end up winning. 

 

So are you interested in hosting a giveaway on Instagram?  How in the world 

do you get started?  I promise, it's not at all difficult, and anyone – no matter the 

size of their Instagram family – can host a super successful giveaway by following 

the right steps. When it comes to "buy in" giveaways, I find it easiest to work with a 

facilitator.  But giveaways where each co-host contributes a prize?  Super easy! Be-

low, I'm going to give you a fool proof blueprint for setting up your first giveaway. 

 

Fail Proof Giveaway Blueprint 
 

5 Weeks Before: Choose A Date And Decide On A Style 

Before you begin, you want to have a rough idea of when you'll host your 

giveaway and how you'll host it.  Do you want to tag all your co-hosts or have par-

ticipants work through a loop?  Also, if you have an idea for a theme, you might 

want to nail it down before you bring in your collaborators.  For my first giveaway, I 

wanted to express my gratitude to my 1k followers and knew they'd love rustic chic 

home décor.   

 

One Month Before: Gather Your Tribe 

On Instagram, reach out via direct message (DM) to 2 or 3 accounts in your 

niche with which you'd like to collaborate.  I recommend identifying accounts that 

are slightly larger than yours actively co-hosting giveaways.  Don't know what to 

say?  Feel free to adopt and adapt this script:
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Dear @[account name],                                                                                  

I've been following your account on IG for awhile now, and I love how 

you share [insert types of images you admire on their account].  I'm ac-

tively growing my Instagram family and will be hosting a giveaway this 

upcoming [insert date].  In this giveaway, each co-host will contribute a 

small gift to curate a gorgeous prize collection.  Would you be interested 

in joining our team?  Thanks so much!                                                            

All my best, [your name] 

 

I've used variations of this script over a dozen times and have only ever re-

ceived one very polite "no thank you."  Everyone says yes!  Why?  Because collabo-

rations are win-win.  The collaboration will support their account's growth just as 

much as it will support yours. 

 

When you hear positive responses from your outreaches, write back with a ver-

sion of this follow-up script: 

 

That's wonderful!  I'm looking forward to working with you!  Would you 

have any other accounts you might recommend to join us as co-hosts? 

 

The first time I hosted a giveaway and received a positive response, my co-

host recommended 10 others who'd love to join us – and each account had over 

15K followers!  Asking for co-host recommendations is a great way to leverage your 

network.  Plus, your co-host might enjoy working with people they know and trust.  

Don't shy away from asking for recommendations! 
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Three Weeks Before: Set Up A Group Message (DM) 

Once you have a list of about 10 to 15 co-hosts, set up a group direct mes-

sage and invite all of your co-hosts to join.  How do you do this?  In your Instagram 

mailbox (on the top right corner), click the plus sign to start a new message.  Click 

on the appropriate contacts or search for them using the search bar.  When you 

name your group, be sure to include the word "giveaway" and the anticipated givea-

way date in the name as a reminder.  

 

Once you've added everyone to the group, include a welcome message.  You 

might want to adapt a version of the welcome message I use (or come up with your 

wonderful message!) 

 

Thank you all so much for offering to co-host this giveaway.  I am 

thrilled to be working with and learning from such amazing women.  

The loop giveaway will begin this coming [date] and end on [date].  I will 

put together a collage of our prizes soon.  Right now, we have an awe-

some start to a prize collection including [any gifts people might have al-

ready told you].  Please send along a photo of your contribution, and I'll 

add it.  Thank you again so much! 

 

1 To 2 Weeks Before: Draft Your Collage And Rules 

Once you have all participants photos, you'll want to draft a collage of the im-

ages.  I love to use Canva.com for this, which is free and easy to use.  I save all of 

the co-hosts images to my phone, upload them to Canva, and design my collage.  

Then I save the collage to my phone and upload it to the group thread for feedback.  
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You'll also want to send along the entry rules in the group thread, and if you're 

holding a loop giveaway, you'll want to share a tag list.   Struggling for the right 

wording? You're welcome to adapt the script I've used! 

 

Sample Giveaway Script For Loop Giveaway 
 

 Share our joy in celebrating my Instagram family growing to [a 

number]! I’ve teamed up with [number] ladies to give 1 follower an 

amazing  gift collection! If you’re new to loop giveaways, it’s very easy 

to enter! Simply follow all the steps below:  

                                                                                                                                                                             

1. FOLLOW ME @[your account name]                                                          

2. LIKE THIS POST                                                                                           

3. HEAD TO @[next on tag list] and repeat all three steps         

             

Want to know more about this incredible decor collection? Enter to 

win the following: 

                                                                                                 

Prize description from @co-host 1                                                                 

Prize description from @co-host 2                                                                

Prize description from @co-host 3                                                                      

...                                                                                                                        

Prize description from @last co-host  

 

When you've returned here, you have completed the loop. Please re-

member you must follow ALL ladies sponsoring this giveaway to be eli-

gible to win. We’ll definitely check! 
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The not-so-fine print: No purchase necessary. Void where prohib-

ited by law. This giveaway begins on [date and time with timezone] and 

ends on [date and time with timezone]. The winner will be announced 

on or before [date]. Your account must be made public during this givea-

way to be eligible to win. Fake or giveaway only accounts are not eligi-

ble. Open to all US residents. This giveaway is in no way sponsored, ad-

ministered or associated with Instagram or any of the brands above. By 

entering, entrants confirm they are 18+ years of age, release Instagram 

of responsibility and agree to Instagram’s terms of use. 

 

Sample Tag List 
 

@co-host 1 tags @co-host 2 

@co-host 2 tags @co-host 3 

@co-host 3 tags @co-host 4 

. ..

@co-host 10 tags @co-host 1 
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Day Of Giveaway: Go Time! 

Throughout the day leading up to the giveaway and immediately afterwards, 

there are several steps you need to take to ensure the giveaway will be successful.

Leading Up To The Giveaway

On the day of the giveaway, you'll want do several things to prep for posting, 

including the following:

 

• Set your alarm for 20 minutes before the giveaway begins 

• Ask all co-hosts to "check into" the DM 15 minutes before the giveaway 

begins 

• Send polite reminders to co-host throughout the day 

• At the designated check-in time, ensure that all participants have 

checked into the DM 

• Ask that all co-hosts remain in the thread until the giveaway is success-

fully looped 

• At the appropriate time, post your giveaway! 

Right After Posting
 

• Once the giveaway has been posted, you need to ensure the "loop" has 

been successfully created.  Walk through the posts as if you are a partici-

pant entering the giveaway and ensure that you can begin and end at 
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your post.  If someone in the group hasn't successfully posted, you won't 

be able to get back to your photo.   

• Ask each co-host to like and comment on all images in the loop to in-

crease engagement. 

 

After The Giveaway: Reminders And Wrap-Ups 

At least twice after the initial giveaway has been posted, ask your co-hosts to 

post reminders about the giveaway.  You may want to create updated versions of 

your giveaway collage with wording like "have you entered yet?" Or "last day to en-

ter!"  Also, ask co-hosts to post Instagram stories about the giveaway as well and, if 

they want, share details of the giveaway on their other social media channels. 

 

Once the giveaway officially ends, you need to take several steps.  First, ask 

co-hosts to edit their initial giveaway post to include the following language: 

 

Giveaway Closed.  Winner to Be Announced! 

 

Then, ask co-hosts to provide one random name from the likes and/or com-

ments to nominate a winner for the short-list.  Encourage the co-hosts to use 

random.org to generate a random numeric selection to determine their winner if 

they're struggling to do so.  Remind the co-hosts that their nominee must be follow-

ing all accounts.  

 

Once the short list has been compiled, use a random number generator to 

choose the winner from the short list.  (Be sure to save a screenshot of your 

random.org selection for safe keeping.)   
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Ask each co-host to post the following comment on their original giveaway pic-

ture. 

 

Congratulations to @[winner]!  Please contact @[your account] within 48 

hours to claim your prize. 

 

Once the winner has claimed their prize and provided their shipping address, 

share the address in the group thread.  Ask the co-hosts to ensure that all other co-

hosts' account names are deleted from the original photo to decrease the likelihood 

of unfollowers who didn't win. 

 

Sponsored Giveaway Spots 

If you’re super nervous about your giveaway, you may want to consider reach-

ing out to larger accounts and offering a sponsored giveaway spot.  What does this 

mean?  It means that the sponsor wouldn’t pay a buy in or need to contribute to 

the gift prize collection in order to participate as a co-host.  Why is this technique ef-

fective?  Everyone benefits!  Because of their larger following, the sponsor provides 

the giveaway greater visibility.  In turn, the sponsor is able to offer their followers an 

awesome giveaway at no cost to him or her.  Win, win!

I’ve been asked to be a sponsor for a few giveaways and have always appreci-

ated the chance to provide awesome opportunities for my Instagram family to win 

great prizes while also providing visibility to smaller accounts working to grow their 

tribe.  Do you have a smaller account and want to host a giveaway?  Definitely send 

me a DM if you think I’d be a good fit for your giveaway as a sponsor!
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So there you have it!  Your super easy blueprint to hosting your first Instagram 

giveaway!  Once you host, be sure to tag me @homebeautifully so that I can enter 

too! 

Some Concluding Thoughts

You guys, we’ve covered so much in this book!  From brand identity, to 

hashtags, engagement groups, to giveaways, there are so many free and easy tech-

niques you can employ to grow your Instagram family authentically and purpose-

fully.  There’s a lot to try! 

Here’s the thing: even when you’re hustling incorporating these techniques 

into your Instagram account, growth can be a long term process.  Gaining follow-

ers?  Perhaps not that difficult.  Cultivating their trust and fostering engagement?  

That’s a marathon, not a sprint. 

Adopting a growth mindset as you work through your Instagram strategy is 

key to your happiness on the platform.  Enjoy the process.  Your community is 

made of real people, with dreams, passions, and goals just like you.  Forming true, 

genuine connections lies at the heart of real Instagram bliss and authentic growth.

I’d love to hear about your personal journies on Instagram and look forward to 

empowering you as you continue to grow your tribes while remaining true to your-

self.  Swing by Home Beautifully to say hi and dive into other great, free resources 

on the site.  

As always, all my love, from my house to yours,  

Cynthia
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